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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

This thesis to be analyzed because the curiosity about taboo used by 

children, which is uncommon evidence happens in the society. Taboo words 

normally produce by adult, the uncommon evidence happened in Punggul village 

that the children also produce taboo words as adult. That happen support this 

thesis to identify the classification of taboo that used by children in Punggul 

village, the context when they used those words and also the reason why they 

used those words in daily communication. Here the conclusion of each part of the 

analysis: 

5.1 To identify the reason of the speaker produced taboo words, this research 

use Wardhaugh‟s theory. And it is identified that there are some taboo 

words in Javanese following by the classification. Some taboos words are 

found in the analyses are cuk or diancuk, jamput, nggapleki, hancik, 

empek and so on. The word cuk that took from „diancuk‟, „jamput‟ that 

refers to fur on a part of body, „empek‟ which the meaning refers to 

„vagina‟ and etc. 

5.2 From that description, the research easily analyzes the reason when the 

children in Punggul village produced taboo words. Some taboo words that 

are used by children in Punggul village are cuk or diancuk, jamput, 

nggapleki, hancik, empek and so on. The word cuk that took from 

„diancuk‟, „jamput‟ that refers to fur on a part of body, „empek‟ which the 

meaning refers to „vagina‟ and etc. Those words they produced in their 
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conversation by a many purposes, some of them to show the anger, 

annoyed, joke, insult, or just namely someone. Although taboo words itself 

have negative meaning that mostly used for insult and cursing someone or 

something. But here the children in Punggul village used those words in 

any purpose and reason. 

5.3 Every taboo word which is produced by someone has different meaning 

and purpose depend on the context, as found in table 4.1.1 d and 4.1.1 e, 

the word „cuk‟ and „jancuk‟has same meaning „sex‟ which took from 

„diancuk‟ word. On the other hand, both of the words have different 

purpose. First word refers to name someone and the next word refers to 

show the anger. This research supported by Hymes‟ theory to identify the 

speech following the context. 

Finally, children who produce taboo words does not always mean the 

negative purpose but sometime they has another purpose like for joke or name 

someone although it is uncommon thing that found in society, and normally to be 

spoken by an adult, not a child. This analysis found, the children uttered that 

taboo word because someone has teach them to produce that word. And for final 

word, for English department students who are conduct an analysis about “Taboo 

words” especially use Wardhaugh‟s theory about classification of taboo words 

and Hymes‟ theory about SPEAKING in the analysis, this paper can be reference 

for any student interested in it. 

 

 

 


